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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named contoso.com. The domain has
Remote Desktop Services (RDS) deployed. The domain contains six servers. The servers are
configured as shown in the following table.
You plan to configure Server6 as an additional RD Connection Broker in the RDS deployment.
You need to identify which servers require the SQL Server Native Client installed.
Which servers should you identify? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose
all that apply.)
A. Server5
B. Server4
C. Server1
D. Server6
E. Server2
F. Server3
Answer: D,F
Explanation:
You must have a SQL Server setup that can be used by the RD Connection Broker servers to
store data. At least SQL Server 2008 R2 must be used, and the minimum recommended
SQL Server SKU for this is Standard with at least 4GB of RAM.
RD Connection Broker High Availability in Windows Server 2012

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You deploy an Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) cluster named AKS1.
You need to deploy a YAML file to AKS1.
Solution: From the Azure CLI, you run azcopy.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

Explanation:
Explanation
Kubectl is not installed by installing AZ ClI. As stated Azure CLI is already available but installing
Azure CLI doesn't mean that Azure Kubernates client is also installed. So before running any aks
command, we have to install kubectl, the Kubernetes command-line client. az aks install-cli
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough#connect-to-the-cluster

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Wireless network users recently began experiencing speed and performance issues after access
point 2 (AP2) was replaced due to faulty hardware. The original network was installed
according to a consultant's specifications and has always worked without a problem.
You a network technician, have been tasked with evaluating the situation and resolving the
issues to improve both performance and connectivity. Refer to the following exhibits and
perform any necessary changes to the wireless and wired infrastructure by adjusting devices.
Note: Adjust the LEAST number of devices needed to fix the issue.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
After you fix AP2, you must click on the switch, which will bring up the switch interface.
Type in the two commands that they show there, to prove the fix. Donot worry that interface 4
is down, there is no interface 4 for you to do
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